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SUCCESSES

IN

2018

Robbie Furguson, Duputy Headmaster reports

A

REMEMBRANCE SERVICE to commemorate
the 100 anniversary of the end of the First World War,
I was delighted to announce to the whole school
community that we have successfully managed to raise close
to the £200,000 required to redevelop the library. Work will
begin in May and the newly-developed War Memorial Library
will be ready for students at the start of September. As a
school, we cannot thank you enough for your generous
donations. MGS has never been a school that stagnates and
the proactive, positive and outward-looking nature of our fine
institute and its generous members is continuing to create
new opportunities for our students. However, what is most
gratifying about this, is that we are starting to reap the
rewards of these donations already, whether that be through
the Old Maidstonian Society, or the Development Fund.
T OUR RECENT
th

Robbie F erguson ( MG S
1994 to 2001) became
Deputy
Headmaster
in
2017, and he writes, ‘I am
delighted to be serv ing
Maidstone
Grammar
School as the Deputy
Headmaster and plan to
work with the whole school community to
bring it the academic success of which it
is truly capable. I left MG S 2001 to study
classics at the Univ ersity of Newcastle,
before training to teach and spending
most of my career leading the Sixth F orm
at Cranbrook School. I am also chair of
the Dev elopment F und.’

The redevelopment of the War Memorial Library this year has really helped the school to look at its academic
spaces and how they are used to inspire curiosity, rather than to just be the necessary places to study. A
growing community of students has been proudly gathering to share academic thoughts and actively debate
fascinating topics. Together, they formed the concept of the MGS Forum, an academic society with separate
strands to encourage students of all ages to meet and develop their interests together. Using the library as our
base (but having to branch out due to space issues… for now), the MGS Forum has set up a Debating
Society, a Legal Society, a Philosophy and Psychology
Society and a Political Thought Society. All of these groups
regularly have 15 or so students attending, but at one
stage, over 50 students were using their lunch times to
debate! The groups have achieved notable success thus
far, with the Legal Society competing in the Bar Mock Trial
Competition, and debating teams competing in the Oxford
and Cambridge competitions. The library played a key role
in these, and in fact, we used it to successfully host the
prestigious Cambridge University South East Debating
Competition Regional Round. MGS qualified from this,
with Jonah Diomede and Karem Mumyakmaz being invited
to the Cambridge Union to compete in the national finals
Jonah and Karem at the Combridge Union
as one of only two state schools from across the country.

Presi d ent: Pa ul Sm i th

Cha i rm a n: Ri cha rd Ra tcl i ffe

Secreta ry: John Cl a yton
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In addition to this, one of the founding members of the society, Junior Okoroafor, received an offer to study
psychology at the University of Oxford (with seven Oxbridge places being offered in total this year). Showing
the school community the
importance of academic spaces
The War Memorial Library has been by far the most useful location for me in all my
has had such an impact this
years at MGS. Every student needs a quiet place to get on with work and to discover
year, and Vice-Captain of the
new material, and the library has been doing that job to an extent. But while the
school increases both its student intake and its expectations from us in terms of our School, Daniel Little, wanted to
ambition and work ethic, it makes sense that the Library is expanded to fit with the share his thoughts with you.
School’s needs. I won’t be around to see how the project turns out, but I think the (Inset left.)
ambition and passion for learning that young Maidstonians have, more than merits
a new Library to help us reach new academic heights. Although I won’t be the one
to benefit from the new space and resources the Library provides, I would love to
come back one day and see how Maidstonians are able to use this facility to the
benefit of their studies in the way that myself and others have been able to. I’m
slightly jealous of what the younger Maidstonians have waiting for them as this
culture grows!

While I am celebrating success,
I’d also like to share our recent
experiences with the 1 st XV
rugby side. The last major
fundraising project that the
school undertook was for the
new Pavilion, and it is so exciting seeing the impact this space has had on the boys here. 1 st XV stalwart and
School Captain, Henry Warby, said ‘you can’t underestimate the impact it has had on the team and the bond
it has helped us form as a group. It is the simple things like having our own changing room and the facilities
to all shower together as a team should!’ The growth in the quality of rugby here has been rapid and I
was incredibly proud to
accompany the boys this
February on tour in
northern Italy. We won
both our matches, trained
with professionals, watch
Treviso win in style and
visited Milan, Modena and
the Ferrari factory in
Maranello. To be honest, I
think it was the best week
of my teaching career thus
far and what made it even
better was that they
returned in March and
took their togetherness
to the Kent Sevens
Tournament… and won
the plate, beating Judd
29-17 in the final!
Once again, I would like to thank all of you for any donations you have made over the years, whether that be
through the OMS, the Development Fund, or even just buying merchandise. It is making a huge difference to
the students here and I will continue to keep you posted on how this culture of giving is helping to take this
great school to even greater places.
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FROM THE CHAIRMAN

In the last edition of this bulletin the Society had just launched, at the Remembrance Day event, the appeal for
the War Memorial Library refurbishment project with a start date in May this year. At that stage only a few
pledges had been received but it is tremendous to be able to report now that dependent on monies still to
come in we are probably only about £20,000 short of our £200K target. We are confident in this being met
through the Parents’ Appeal and other donations. This shows what can be achieved in the field of fund
raising, given an exciting project and capturing the ‘mood of the moment’. My guess is that all of us in the
Society have good memories of the Library amongst all our recollections of life at Barton Road, and that its
improvement and extension to provide a much improved learning resource at the heart of the school struck a
chord. If you haven’t yet donated don’t be shy! Any further monies received will be well-used in enhancements
to the basic refurbishment.
We set up a working group at the last meeting to look at Communications and how the present OM
Newsletter ‘fits’ the modern world of social media. There is a survey elsewhere in this edition so please take a
few minutes to send us your input.
Next up will be the AGM and Annual Supper and with the School having recently appointed new catering
contractors we look forward to exciting food! I look forward to seeing many of you that evening!

NOTES FROM THE HEADMASTER

The main event for MGS since the last edition of The Old Maidstonian was the Ofsted Inspection
which took place on 15 and 16 January 2019. During the course of the inspection the inspectors
observed 41 lessons, interviewed the senior leaders, governors and other staff members. They also
observed student behaviour around the school in lessons and during unstructured time. They spoke
with numerous students both formally and informally. All key information, records and documents
relating to pupil attainment progress, attendance and behaviour were scrutinised.
The overall judgement awarded to Maidstone Grammar School was Good, which contrasts with the
previous judgement of ‘Outstanding’, back in 2013. We were delighted and unsurprised that the
inspectors and the report, recognised many of the outstanding, special and distinctive aspects of our
school. These included safeguarding, personal development, welfare, and behaviour as well as the
strong sense of community, excellent pastoral care and the tangible pride that students and staff
have in our school.
As a school we feel that the overall judgement is an entirely fair, accurate and realistic reflection of
where the school is currently placed. The inspectors applauded the direction in which the school has
been travelling over the last 18 months and the significant amount of work which has already been
undertaken to raise and strengthen its academic profile and student outcomes. The ‘green shoots of
improvement’ are already visible and inspectors commented on recent rapid progress, particularly at
‘A’ level since 2017. Since the inspection we have also been heartened to find ourselves ranked
tenth best grammar school (out of 37) in Kent and Medway for progress at ‘A’ level. In addition, we
have recently celebrated seven Oxbridge offers as well as a significant number of offers from other
top-ranking universities. The picture at GCSE is also improving and all the indications are that
results this year will be positive.
Despite all this work, we have not yet had sufficient time to fully realise our aspirational targets for
our students and demonstrate that they can be sustained over time. It was for this reason that the
final judgement had to be Good rather than Outstanding.
We firmly believe, though, that this inspection has been an essential part of our drive towards
improvement, and we are now excited and determined to ensure that the rapid improvement we saw
last year becomes sustained.
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FROM THE MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY

SCHOOL EVENTS
●
●
●
●
●

* MGS Parents’ Association Spring Fair: Saturday 30 March
MGS-OM football and rugby matches: 14:30, Wednesday 3 April, at MGS.
* Bon Giovi – a Bon Jovi tribute night: Friday 17 May
 Lower School Speech Day: Friday 12 July
Sports Day: Tuesday 16 July
*Details are available on the Parents’ Association section of the MGS website.

OMS AGM AND ANNUAL SUPPER
FRIDAY 26 APRIL 2019

The Old Maidstonian Society AGM and Annual Supper will be held at the school on Friday 26 April
2019. This is later than usual, because Easter falls in late April. Dress will be jacket and tie.
The AGM will be held from 17:45 to 18:30. The Supper will commence promptly at 19:30, and will
conclude equally promptly by 22:00, as there will again be a Master of Ceremonies to ensure that everything
runs on time, as it did last year, which all agreed was a great improvement!.
The P resident's Guest this year will be Graham Walker, who retired last year after 37 years at MGS, and
whom many of you will remember. We very much look forward to Graham's reflections on his time at MGS,
which are sure to be very entertaining. A tribute to Graham by the Headmaster, Mark Tomkins, appeared in
the Summer 2018 edition of The Old Maidstonian. The incoming President will be Nancy Powell, who
attended the school from 1993 to 1995, and has since gone on to forge a very successful business career.
Nancy will of course be the first female President of the Society, and she is already bringing some fresh new
ideas to the committee’s meetings. There was an article about Nancy in the Winter 2018 edition of The Old
Maidstonian.
There will again be a professional bar service with beer, spirits, port and soft drinks being served before dinner
and also at tables during the meal. The bar will be open by 18:00, and the hall and bar will remain open until
23:00. Entrance will again only be through the main entrance door, where you will be greeted.
The School has appointed new caterers, Cucina, following a tendering process. Cucina hold several catering
contracts in schools in the South-east, and they have made an excellent start at MGS, impressing both staff
and pupils alike. The Chairman and Secretary attended a special tasting of menu items for this year's Supper,
which are set out below.
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Menu
Scottish Smoked Salmon, Charred Peppers, Lemon Gel, Breakfast Radish
Goat’s Cheese & Shallot Tarte Tatin, Roasted Beetroot, Pea shoots & Balsamic Dressing
~~~~~~~~
Steak & Ale Pie, Creamed Potatoes, Spring Savoy Cabbage, Carrot Puree & Port
Wine Gravy
Fillet of Plaice Veronique, Cooked in a White Wine Sauce with Grapes, Buttered
New Potatoes & Spring Vegetables
Leek & Cheddar Pie, Creamed Potatoes, Spring Savoy Cabbage, Carrot Puree & Port
Wine Gravy
~~~~~~~~
Gypsy Tart with Vanilla Ice Cream
Traditional Tiramisu, Shortbread Biscuit & Affogato Ice Cream
~~~~~~~~
Freshly Brewed Fairtrade Coffee & Tea served with Chocolate Fudge

Another change is the fact that the food will be served to diners at their tables: no more queuing! The caterer
will provide a place name with each diner's menu choices printed on one side.
Everyone who wishes to attend is requested to:
● make payment by one of the methods below;
● pre-select menu choices from the attached menu, and forward them to the Membership
Secretary either by e-mail, phone, or by mail to the school addressed to the OMS;
● advise the Membership Secretary when booking if you wish to sit with another member.
The cost is £25 per head: a modest increase which reflects the very high quality and quantity of food being
served. In view of the fact that meals will be prepared and served with each individual’s menu selections,
payment must be made in advance.
You may pay …
Either by internet bank transfer to:
The NatWest Bank, Maidstone Branch:
3 High Street, Maidstone, Kent, ME14 1XU
Account:
Old Maidstonian Society
Account no: 00051802
Sort Code: 60-60-08
IBAN: GB31 NWBK 606008 00051802
BIC (Swift): NWBKGB2L
Reference:
Your name/ OMS AS

Or by sending a cheque, made payable to ‘Old
Maidstonian Society’ to:
The Old Maidstonian Society,
Maidstone Grammar School,
Barton Road,
Maidstone,
Kent,
ME15 7BT

(If you use this method, please send Graham Belson
an email, to let him know.)
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MUSINGS FROM THE PENTHOUSE
King Solomon once said that ‘For everything there is an appointed time, and an appropriate time for every activity
on earth. There is a time for… embracing and
parting, for finding and losing, for keeping and
giving.’ (The Bible, Ecclesiastes 3 vs 5 and 6; New
English Translation & Plain English Bible). Such a
time has come to the Penthouse as we finally say
goodbye to Mrs Lois Birrell, who was mainly
responsible for indexing the majority of the archive
material and making it a useable source of
reference. Lois actually stopped being Archivist
some time ago and later took up the role of
organising the Development Fund.
Having

achieved so much, MGS finally has to say
goodbye to someone who has been an
invaluable asset to the school. On 12
December, Jeff and Roger presented her
with a framed print of the whole school as it
was in 1866, as she bade her farewell to the
Penthouse. [I have to admit that I love the
way that pupils are referred to on the photo
– Ruck Minor, Lendon IV and V, but perhaps
best of all is Turner (1 eye)]. We wish Lois
all the very best as she now starts a new
post-school life, not least as a grandma –
however I can’t see her sitting back with a shawl in a rocking chair doing her knitting.
However, as Solomon said: ‘There is a time for embracing’, and we are very pleased to welcome Graham Walker
(Staff 1981 to 2018 and Head of History until he retired), who joins the team. Graham is currently researching
WW2 and the past students of the school who gave their lives for the country. Graham is hoping that he will be
able to continue afterwards with general archiving duties. His arrival is greatly welcomed by Jeff and Roger as
the responsibility of maintaining the school archives is a considerable task. They would still welcome anyone else
who has a few hours to spare from time to time to join them.
King Solomon finishes his thoughts on time by saying that: ‘There is also a time for love and
hate, for war and peace’. Whilst this may seem to be difficult to fully understand, the
memories of one old boy, Norman Gibson (1937 to 1942), perhaps illustrate it more fully.
In January 1944, the ship upon which he served, SS Fort Buckingham, was torpedoed and
sunk by a German U-boat some 500 miles off land to the north-east of the Maldive Islands.
Norman was fast asleep in his bunk was suddenly awoken by a large explosion and the
sound of water cascading into the hold where he had been working earlier. Along with a
fellow crewman he tried to abandon ship by lifeboat and by launching a raft, but to no
avail. They had no choice - they jumped over the side into the black waters of the Indian
Ocean. In five minutes the ship had gone down.
Seeing a life-raft a little way off, they swam towards it and managed to climb aboard to join
the nine others already there. After 11 days of surviving on water captured during the
monsoon rain storms, they spotted a puff of smoke from a ship and fired off some rockets, but the ship did not
turn towards them. The ship had found one of the other life-rafts and moved on; however, fortunately for Norman
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and his compatriots, it had sent a wire to East India Command. Three aircraft were dispatched to try and find
them, with tragic consequences in one case.
Starving, dehydrated and hallucinating, the men tried their hardest to survive. One fishing attempt was really
successful as they managed to land a shark, cooking the meat on a fire on the raft! Later, a Catalina flying-boat
aircraft found them and dropped a supply package as the sea was too rough to land. It was yet another two days
before rescue finally came in the shape of a
Norwegian ship, MV Ora, and the shipwrecked
sailors were taken to Bombay on the 16th day
since the sinking. The final count of survivors
from the Buckingham was only 46 out of a
crew of 89.
The time for ‘loving’ and ‘peace’ - Norman
became strong friends with Karlheinz Meenen,
the German First Officer of the U-boat that had
nearly ended his life. The two men stayed at
each other’s houses and corresponded
regularly. The friendship ended only with the
death of Karlheinz just a few years ago.
Norman has not lost his love of the ocean as
can
be
seen
on
his
webpage,
http://www.seawhiff.com, where the whole
story is covered in detail, along with other
background information and related stories. Regrettably, as one of the oldest OMs he is not able to enjoy that
pastime any longer.
In writing to Norman about his story and wondering whether he remembered any of those pupils who had been
lost in the war, it made them realise just how much so many of his generation gave to their country. Every one
of the 23 men on the board in the Memorial Library was at the school whilst Norman was there. One started the
same year as Norman and he knew others because they were friends of his older brother. Bearing in mind that
the school had fewer than 500 pupils in 1938, that is a large sacrifice from one school.
A cry for help
Normally, requests for help are made to the archivists for assistance, but this time it is the other way round. Roger
and Jeff have been trying to find information about a precious object that meant a lot to the school: the Cock
House Cup. This cup was awarded to the house that achieved the highest number of points gained mainly by
sporting achievements. The Maidstonian records that it was donated by OM Mr P A Howe in 1936, although
there is reference to a ‘Cock House’ as far back as 1922. The house system was abandoned in 1970 during
Mr. Moody’s time as headmaster, when it was thought wrong to have competitiveness between children. Roger
and Jeff suspect that the cup disappeared at this time. As an aside, there was a benefit of being a member of
the winning Cock House in that a celebration supper was held at the beginning of the next term, with praefects
waiting on tables and members of staff providing the entertainment. Whilst a supper is not practical with a school
of 1200 plus pupils divided into four houses, an award of the cup each year would probably be appreciated.
If anyone has any memories of this artefact, especially in relation to its location, could you please email me at
mgsarchive@longrede.me.uk?
On the subject of musical instruments, does anyone have any memories of wearing the large drum and animal
skin in the CCF band? There are a number of names written around the rims of the skins but very few dates.
Again please email me at the above address or perhaps send your memories to the editor for inclusion in the next
issue.
Perhaps, given sufficient feedback, I may be able to base my next article on CCF activities, in which case,
photographs would also be appreciated.
Icarus
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JAMES RICCOMINI

AN APPEAL

We have to make a rather embarrassing appeal!
Someone contacted Graham Belson, offering to
donate some computer equipment to MGS.
However, his details were lost when Graham’s
computer suffered a data crash. If the person
concerned reads this, please will he be kind enough
to contact Graham again?

In the last edition, it was reported that there had been
an enquiry about a member of the SAS, Lieutenant
James Riccomini, and whether he was an Old
Maidstonian. Jeff Wilkinson has pointed out that there
is a Lieutenant Desmond Marchant Riccomini listed on
the WW2 memorial board, who was at MGS from
1937 to 1943. Graham Walker and Jeff Wilkinson
have now established that James was the older brother
of Desmond and that he did not attend MGS as the
family had not moved to the area at the time of his
schooling.

MORE ABOUT MGS BANDS, 1962 TO 1964
Following mention of MGS bands in previous editions (see Winter 2013 and Summer 2015), Richard
Ely and Sean Grainger have provided some further information about them.
The Muskrats
Tony Butler
Keith Dunnell
Colin Hill
Mick Rand.

The Knighthawks
Dick Ely
Pete Rolfe
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The Jaguars
(No information about names)

The Whirlwinds
Members were Mick Stevens and Colin Honey
The Vandals
Members were Malcolm Cresswell and Graham Shaw
If anyone would like to add to this information, please contact the editor.

MEMORIES OF THE SCHOOL HALL AND ITS GHOSTS
Bill Fullagar (1958) read the recent request for articles, and since he enjoys the magazine so much, he
decided to sit down and create a contribution.
As someone who left the school sixty years ago, on my occasional visits to
Barton Road I feel like a ghost from the past. I cannot enter the main Hall,
which has stood largely unchanged for nearly ninety years, without an eerie
sense of the endless stream of students, past and present, who have passed
through it before going on to a larger life beyond the school.
I stare at the Honours Boards, knowing that there is absolutely no point in
looking for my name among them, but sometimes I spot with pleasure names
that I recognise from my school past. And then my memories of the Hall come
flooding back.
First of the ghosts whom I see in my mind is W A Claydon, known from his
initials as ‘WAC’ (also for his hobby of caning aberrant boys), and the
Headmaster during my days. He was a brilliant Headmaster, but his tall gaunt
appearance, his short cropped hair, and his thick glasses, through which he
could spot a pupil misbehaving at 100 yards, put the fear of Hell into boys and
staff members alike.
At the end of any term when boys were leaving, one of life’s firm guarantees
was that from the Hall stage, he would read from the Bible the Parable of the Sower. And every boy, for it was
only boys in the school at that time, who would hear the familiar words about the seeds, which sprang up,
some falling on stony places, then scorched by the sun and withering away, knew that the words of the voice
lecturing us, and the eyes staring through those thick glasses, were trained on him, conveying the certainty of
our damnation.
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In the Hall too, we sat our main examinations: GCE ‘O’ and ‘A’ Levels in those days, with a master invigilating
from the stage, and sometimes walking among us to make sure that we were obeying the examination rules.
In the Sixth Form, on days when we didn’t have exams, we were allowed to stay at home. Inevitably on one
occasion I got my diary entries wrong, so that – just dressed and still in my slippers - I answered a knock at the
door of my home to see one of the older masters standing before me and asking why I wasn’t doing my Latin
exam. We arrived at the school when the exam. was more than half over; I sat at a vacant desk and started
writing furiously. The invigilator, one of the older teachers who was perplexed by my late arrival, approached
my desk to say ‘Fullagar, I suppose you are not taking this seriously because you are doing this as a trial run’. I
replied that I had never been more serious in my life, and that if he left me in peace I might stand a sporting
chance. The invigilator retired bemused, and I somehow scraped a pass.
Speech Days were another challenge, with the obligation to remain seated and silent while one remote speech
followed another, none of the VIPs on the stage seeming to realise that their words would probably be
forgotten by most of the assembly within ten minutes of the ceremony ending. One exception was the year
when the Guest of Honour was the Headmaster of Manchester Grammar School. I can still remember his
final words falling on my unwilling ears like a life sentence. He told us that we had each had a privileged
education but had a debt to society which we had an obligation to repay. ‘And that will be simple. All you
have to do is never to accept the second best in your life’. Even as a scruffy unresponsive schoolboy I knew
that these words would hang around my neck, like the poet Coleridge’s Albatross, for the rest of my days.
Another tradition of the School at that time was that at each morning assembly one of the praefects would
read a passage from the Bible. If your turn to read was coming, you would meet the Head of Divinity during
the lunch break on the day before to rehearse the piece.
The Divinity Master of the day was the Reverend G I F Thompson: formerly in the RAF, where he had gained
his pilot’s wings, rowing correspondent of The Guardian newspaper and – as teachers go – a charming softy
who could be twisted round our fingers with ease.
On one day when I was due to rehearse my reading, we found the stage still occupied by students preparing
for the school play. Instead of asking me to come back a while later, he sat down at the grand piano which
stood at the foot of the stage, with the sun shining through the stained glass windows above him, and started
to play Bach’s Jesu Joy of Man’s Desiring. Lacking in
talent and tone deaf as I was, I was overwhelmed by the
sight and sounds before me. I just could not understand
that anyone could, on the spur of the moment, sit down
and play such beautiful music, without notes, without
faults, and as casually as anyone would tie up a shoe lace.
Memories, and ghosts of years long gone by. And I
venture to think that all of the pupils who have passed
through the Hall in unending waves, have carried with
them their own memories and their own ghosts from the
times they have spent there.
And one last thought. The Hall’s stained glass windows
and some brass plaques are still there. You might care to
look at them the next time you are in the Hall. Recently, a
member of staff was kind enough to explain the windows
to me (they came from the earlier school site in Tonbridge
Road).
Among them is a memorial to the Old
Maidstonians who fell in the First World War, a knight in
armour, and the inscription ‘For God and the Right who
dies if England lives’. But among the several plaques is
one to honour the death of a pupil from the nineteenth
century, Percy Le Clair Hills, who had lighted a firework
without permission, had then hidden it in his pocket to
avoid the wrath of the then Headmaster, and had thereby
burnt himself to death. Did I suggest that ghosts from the
past still haunt our Hall?
(Editor’s note: Jeff Wilkinson reports that the brass plaques have been removed and reside in the Archives.)
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LONDON GET-TOGETHER:
THURSDAY 22 NOVEMBER 2018
Sam Coppard organised another successful
London Get-together at the historic George
Inn in Southwark on 22 November, which was
well-attended. 37 OMs from right across the
generations turned out and many old
friendships were renewed. The event was
hosted by the President, Paul Smith. The
historic 17 th-century George Inn is a galleried
coaching inn at 77 Borough High Street, SE1
1NH, close to The Shard and London Bridge.
This was the third such meeting, and it is
becoming established as an annual event.

ST PETER’S CHURCH CHOIR

The photograph (left) of the choir of St
Peter’s Church, circa 1951, includes
at least six OMs: John Bergg, John
Martin, Brian Millen (who supplied
the photograph), Douglas Money,
Michael Moore and Brian Weller.
St Peter’s Church has a link to MGS,
as it was there in 1931, that the
funeral took place of Dr Henry F.
Henniker, the well-known music
teacher who wrote the music for the
School Song.

NEWS OF OLD MAIDSTONIANS

The following Wikipedia article includes an interesting list of ‘Notable Maidstonians’:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maidstone_Grammar_School.
~~~~~~~~~~
Simon Bedford-Smith has written to us as follows: ‘I started at Sandhurst in 2004 and was commissioned
in August 2005 as an Infantry Officer. I conducted my infantry training after this and then deployed on Op
TELIC 10 based in Basra Palace. I was Mentioned in Dispatches for gallantry on that tour after seeing and
taking part in some of the most violent episodes in the campaign. I was then promoted to Captain and
became an Anti-Tank commander in charge of about 80 men, 11 Warrior Armoured Fighting Vehicles and
12 missile launchers. During that time I trained for and deployed on Op HERRICK 10 in Musa Qualeh in
Helmand province. I served as the quick reaction force commander for five months; I was on 15 minutes’
notice to move to respond to any threat or casualty during that time - I was, sadly, very busy.
Following that tour, I started my first instructional position, training infantry sergeants in Wales, which was an
incredible privilege. Whilst there I trained lots of foreign militaries and deployed to train the Kenyan Defence
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Force on the Somalian border so that they could operate more effectively against Al Shabaab, who originated
from Somalia at that time. Following that post, I was deployed to Kabul to train Afghan Infantry officers at
their school in the South-west corner of Kabul, near the old royal residence of the Darulaman garrison –
breath-taking scenery.
I returned home to a desk job and was the Adjutant of the Infantry Battle School in Wales before being selected
for promotion to Major. After a year at staff college, I served in a technical position at the Permanent Joint
Headquarters in London which is an HQ that commands all overseas operations for the Navy, Army and
Airforce; I travelled a lot!
From there I was selected to command a Specialised Infantry Company called Representative Company which
is part of 4 RIFLES. I now command teams that are deployed across three continents, from Mazar-e-shariff
(northern Afghanistan) training Afghan Police special forces in the East, to Baghdad centrally and then other
parts of Northern Africa and North America. I am currently situated in Baghdad training Iraqi special forces
and should be home to England in February, all being well!
Whilst I have been navigating the challenges of my life to date I have married, have two little boys and
previously studied for a BSc(Hons) in Geography and an MBA amongst other academic stuff - I don’t want it to
sound like an add-on but that’s difficult.
~~~~~~~~~~
James Burke, the well-known broadcaster, wrote to us: ‘I think it fair to say that MGS shaped my life,
particularly in the form of Charlie Holyman, Froggy Newcombe, Killer Kemp, Bob Rylands, Jugs Julier and S W
Johnson. Even after 60 years and a thousand people and incidents I have forgotten from life, I can remember
these teachers as if it were yesterday. I imagine that this is true for many of you. These men inspired the
students they taught. The other thing that remains with me is the memory of the extraordinary number of
activities the school offered, besides taught subjects: in my case primarily drama and music. There was
everything you could have wanted. MGS was (and continues to be) a great school, in the way it allowed us to
develop whatever talents we had.
‘I had a fairly standard (in those days) path after school: RAF military service for two years, then Oxford. But
then, with the confidence originally given me by those great teachers, I headed off to live in a foreign culture
(Italy) for five years. I taught, translated and interpreted, worked on a dictionary and an encyclopaedia of art.
Then one day on a bus I saw an advertisement for a job with a British television company, looking for people
who spoke Italian. I got the job and was sent to Sicily to do a show about the Mafia. We came back with a
funny half-hour about how you can’t do a show about the Mafia in Sicily. The Roman film crew on the trip
taught me everything I needed to know about making television.
‘After a year, I got an offer from the BBC (looking to make some programmes in Italy). The show turned out to
be Tomorrow’s World, and in 1966 I came back to London and spent five years working on it. In 1967 I
also became chief reporter and then anchor for the BBC’s coverage of the Apollo missions, which ran till 1972
and had massive audiences.
‘The Beeb then offered me my own series and for another few years I did The Burke Special (a one-man studio
audience show). In 1977 I started working on major documentary series (the first called Connections) and
basically that’s what I did for the rest of my television career.
‘The work on television basically boiled down to two or three things: could you think up new shows and do the
kind of research it needed? Could you write scripts (sometimes in a hurry)? Could you talk to a camera,
interview people and then edit the collection of stuff into coherent and exciting programmes? These were all
the basic skills I learned, in one form or another, from my teachers back at MGS.
‘Television also opened other doors. I have written twelve books (also published in 17 languages), been on the
American lecture circuit for the past forty years, designed and taught university courses and (last but not least)
travelled the world extensively for most of my working life.
‘I say all this because the editor of this magazine kindly asked me to, but also because I hope it will help the
magazine’s readers (and maybe even some readers still at MGS, perhaps), to recognise that in my case, and
that of thousands of others who have left MGS since I did, what a marvellous opportunity we all had, and how
fortunate we were to go to MGS and be taught by such gifted men and women. And (I sneak this in at the
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end) that we should all do what we can to give back to the school what it gave to us. In most cases that
means money (I’m thinking in particular at this moment about the need of funds to complete the refurbishment
of the Library, but there are, and will be, many other such chances). Think, therefore, of what the school did
for you and of what you can do in return for it. And if this all sounds like a sales pitch: it is. The school still
needs you.’
~~~~~~~~~~
Max Homewood wrote from Berlin, sending a donation for the library appeal. He wrote that at the
Remembrance Commemoration in November he ‘… looked at the school not only as an old boy but also as a
retired army officer and parish minister. My life experience doesn’t make me an expert judge of people, but
neither am I clueless. And it was the stunning evidence of “Serve to Lead” (the RMA Sandhurst motto) that I
saw during the commemoration that persuaded me to increase my donation. The quiet self-discipline within
the CCF contingent impressed me. Then, after the event, as visitors filed back into the school, I couldn’t
ignore the whole school seated outside on a November day. Instead I turned to look at the boys and girls for
several seconds and was impressed by their dignified sense of occasion. At the reception in the Hall I spoke
with officers of the CCF and their “service to lead” was so clear to see. And now, as a pretty unspectacular
boy at MGS in the 1950s and 1960s, the thought of wanting to congratulate the Headmaster for the example
he sets of “Serve to Lead” feels strangely presumptuous. However, we discover sooner or later how such
leadership contributed so much to our own development and to making Olim Meminisse Juvabit an eventual
reality. In that light it is hugely encouraging to see inspiring leadership in action at MGS today.’

~~~~~~~~~~
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James Butler, MBE, who was born in London in 1931, is a member of the Royal Academy of Art, and of
other learned societies. He is passionate about capturing the essence of humanity in his bronzes, humility,
courage, pride and steadfastness, and this is undoubtedly why his work has such an emotional impact on
people: a reminder of our fragility. As he has been quoted as saying, ‘injecting some sort of living spirit into
inert materials, you give them a life of their own, a life outside your own.’
His major commissions during this century have included the following:-

WW1 Memorial Rainbow Division (France)
Captain Cook (life size) and Joseph Banks (life size)
Six life size bronze figures, ‘Uniting Two Societies’ (Royal Ascot)
Lillie Langtry (life size) (Jersey)
Her Majesty The Queen (10 feet bronze statue) (Runnymeade)
Sir Jack Hayward (10 feet bronze statue) (Wolverhampton)
Royal Seal of the Realm for HRH Queen Elizabeth (Royal Mint)
Royal Jubilee Commemorative Medal (Royal Mint)
50 pence coin to commemorate the 50th anniversary of Roger Bannister’s four-minute mile
(Royal Mint)
The Nelson Crown Piece to commemorate the 200th anniversary of the death of Lord Nelson
(Royal Mint)
William Shakespeare (7 feet bronze statue) (Stratford-upon-Avon: to be unveiled)
There are so many other works, and they are listed on the OMS website. James’s passion to create is what
drives him to spend each and every day in his studio, either precariously perched on scaffolding producing
twice life-size monumental figures - or painstakingly sculpting smaller bronzes of children, nudes and ballet
dancers. He is renowned for his portraits busts and has been commissioned by many private collectors.
~~~~~~~~~~
Kenneth F rank Smith (see the last edition) has written again
from the USA, to remind us about John McCrae’s famous poem,
On Flanders Fields, which was written on 3 May 1915, during
the Second Battle of Ypres. This involved a major attack by
German forces, when, for the first time, they used chlorine gas.
However, failing to capture the town after several assaults, the
Germans destroyed it. Losses were estimated at 87,000 Allied
troops, and 35,000 German troops, killed, wounded, or missing.
John McCrae was a Canadian artillery officer & medical doctor,
and his poem was an important recruitment tool when the United
States entered the war. He died of pneumonia, and is buried in
Wimereux Cemetery in France.
This photograph shows Ken Smith reading the poem at a
Remembrance Service.
In Flanders fields the poppies blow
Between the crosses, row on row,
That mark our place; and in the sky
The larks, still bravely singing, fly
Scarce heard amid the guns below.
We are the dead, short days ago
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow,
Loved and were loved, and now we lie
In Flanders fields.
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Take up our quarrel with the foe:
To you from failing hands we throw
The torch; be yours to hold it high.
If ye break faith with us who die
We shall not sleep, though poppies grow
In Flanders fields.

OBITUARIES
IT

IS WITH MUCH REGRET THAT THE SOCIETY RECORDS THE DEATHS OF OLD MAIDSTONIANS.
WE EXTEND OUR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO THEIR FAMILIES AND FRIENDS.

Paul Cooker (1969 to 1976) has told us about the death of his brother, Bernard (1966 to 1973), who
died on 5 January 2019 at the age of 64, from pancreatic cancer. He was living in Visalia, California, and
had recently retired from a long and distinguished career in chemical engineering. He leaves behind his wife,
Susan, Paul and their brother Mark (also an OM) who is a lecturer in mathematics at UEA.

Richard Ratcliffe has kindly provided the following obituary for John F risby, who died on 23 February at
the age of 90. John’s funeral will take place at St Lawrence’s Church, Mereworth, at 11:00 on 22 March.
John Frisby came onto the MGS Governing Body at the time that I was Chairman and he became a good
friend. He was a very genuine man and enormously hard-working, and he made a big contribution to the
work of the Governors and hence the School. At that time John was a County Councillor, having retired from
senior management in a major plc, and wanting to do something useful in the community. The inspiration for
the Collis Millennium Green was almost entirely his, and he pulled the levers in KCC to make it happen, such
that the school became a partner in the local community, adding another dimension to the school’s
activities. I sat on the Trustee body of the Collis Trust which John chaired for many years and I worked with
him both formally and informally in committee and ‘on the ground’. He was never afraid to get his hands
dirty and became much loved in the community of St Phillips Avenue and surrounds. We shared a love of
Saabs and mourned that Swedish manufacturer’s passing into motoring history. John’s brother, Terence, was
a renowned author and playwright (There’s a Girl in my Soup, 1966) and wrote a family autobiography
(Kisses on a Postcard, itself subsequently dramatised) detailing his and John’s exploits after being evacuated in
the war. John’s daughter Claire is the main link presenter on BBC ‘Look North’.

Gardner Crawley has kindly provided the following obituary of Tony Gosby (1939 to 1945), who died on
14 March 2019 in the Heart of Kent Hospice.
Born Denis in Hackney in 1928, he was always known as ‘Tony’. On leaving school, he did his National
Service before taking up a place at Maidstone College of Art. He kept up his association with the college, and
taught there at the same time as a certain David Hockney. The two of them would often have a pint in a local
pub after a hard day’s lecturing.
Tony started work with the Kent County Architect’s department, where he trained to become a Chartered
Architect. He then worked for a time for Whitbread at their brewery in Wateringbury and was responsible for
designing some of their iconic inn signs.
Fed up with working for other people, Tony started an architectural practice, Jenkins and Gosby, in Bank
Street Maidstone, specialising in the restoration of old Kent buildings. Tony also kept up his love of art,
painting many scenes of Kent and of Spain during his holidays there with his wife, Olive.
Tony also maintained his association with MGS as a member of the OM Society and was a keen member and
past president of Malling Rotary Club, where Gardner met him. He is survived by Olive, and his daughters,
Judith and Jennifer.
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CO-EDITOR WANTED - MENTOR ORGANISER FOUND

It is good to report that George Davis has kindly agreed to take over as organiser of the
OM Mentor Scheme. I’m sure he will be in touch with the team of mentors quite soon. In
the meantime, many thanks to those who have served in this role for the past few years.
Less good news is that we are still needing someone to take over from me as Co-Editor of
The Old Maidstonian. I have very much enjoyed working with Brian White over a number of
years, but this edition is No.28. I have prepared twenty-seven of them for publication, and
this has to be the last. I need a rest and The Old Maidstonian needs a new look! IF YOU
HAVE DESK-TOP PUBLISHING SKILLS P LEASE STEP F ORWARD. Your Society needs
you! If you are interested, please contact Brian (without commitment) as soon as possible.
P eter Weaver

A QUESTIONNAIRE FOR READERS
The Committee has decided that there should be a review of the ways in which the Society communicates with
members. The following questionnaire is available in a reduced format as a ‘survey monkey’ at
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/FC6TRKS, and Old Maidstonians are invited to complete the online survey
or to send (brief!) replies to the Co-Editor, Brian White, either by post or digitally. (26 Little Buckland Avenue,
Allington, Maidstone, Kent, ME16 0BG. drdwhite@gmail.com.)

1)

When did you leave MGS?

2)

By what means do you receive The Old Maidstonian? Hard copy / Email /
Both

3)

If you normally receive it by e-mail, do you print it to read it or read it on a
screen? Print / Computer screen / Mobile phone

4)

If we were able to increase the number of hard copies posted, would you be
prepared to pay a small sum (say £10 a year) to receive it in this format? Yes /
No

5)

Do you like the format generally? Yes / No.
changed?

6)

Do you find the typical length/ file size of the current publication a deterrent to

7)

Which features
a) do you enjoy the most?
b) would you like more of?
c) would you like less of?

8)

Would you like to know more about what is happening at MGS today? Yes / No

9)

Would it be helpful to include more content on the professions and career
directions of Old Maidstonians? Yes / No

10)

Would you be prepared to write 200 - 300 words on your own academic/
professional/ sporting/ life experiences.? Yes / No (If ‘yes’, please provide your email

If not, what would you like

opening and reading it? Yes / No

address, and some suggested bullet point prompts will be sent to you.)
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Your Committee 2018-2019
Paul Smith (Staff 1992 to 2017) - President
paulsmith.otter71@btinternet.com

Malcolm MacCallum (1957-1963) - Webmaster
m.a.h.maccallum@qmul.ac.uk
Ron McCormick (Staff: - 2004)

Richard Ratcliffe (1956 -1964) - Chairman
rbr1@btconnect.com

Nancy Powell - President-Elect (ex-officio)
iamnancypowell@gmail.com

John Clayton (1961-1968) Deputy Chairman
and Secretary
j.clayton@hikent.org.uk

Sam Coppard (2005-2012)
samuel.coppard@btinternet.com

Graham Belson (1960-1965) - Membership
Secretary, Treasurer
oms@oldmaidstonians.org.uk, Tel: 01622
730514 or 07770 738041, or write to
22 Plantation Lane, Bearsted, Maidstone,
ME14 4BH.
Tony Bishop (1955-1962)
tony_bishop@btinternet.com
Gardner Crawley (1955-1962)
gardner.crawley@dalsterling.com

C HARITABLE
DONATIONS THE
EASY WAY

The OMS is registered with
Easyfundraising, which enables supporters
to donate, at no cost to themselves, when
doing on-line shopping. All money received
will go to the OM charitable trust (for
details of this see our website). We hope
that OMs will join Easyfundraising: the
amounts raised per transaction are small,
but the cumulative value could be
considerable. Many major on-line retailers
participate: for example, Argos, Amazon,
Apple Store, John Lewis, M&S...
The effort required after the initial sign-up
can be minimised by downloading a
toolbar
for
your
browser
which
automatically tells you when you are
accessing a retailer which participates in
the scheme and enables you to make your
donation, once you have logged into your
Easyfundraising account. You can find the
download at:
http://www.easyfundraising.org.uk/raisemore/find-and-remind/

Neil Turrell (1992-2009)
turrellneil@gmail.com
Peter Weaver (1950 -1958) - Co-Editor
psw10@btinternet.com
Brian White (1962-1969) - Co-Editor
drbdwhite@gmail.com
Jeff Wilkinson (1956 to 1962) (MGS and OMS Archivist)
mgsarchive@longrede.me.uk
MGS Headmaster
MGS School Captain

SCHOOL CONTACTS

The school can be contacted on
01622 752101, or by e-mail at
school@mgs-kent.org.uk. Further
details of all events are available
on t he s c hool w ebs it e
http://www.mgs.kent.sch.uk

The Old Maidstonian
Co-Editors: Brian White
Tel: 01622 756660
Email: drbdwhite@gmail.com
Peter Weaver
Tel: 01435 864541
Email: psw10@btinternet.com

For more detailed information see the
following page of the OMS website:
http://www.oldmaidstonians.co.uk/fundrai
sing/

We would like to hear from you!
Copy date for the next edition 1st July 2019
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MERCHANDISE

If you would like to purchase any of the following items of merchandise please contact Denise
Friend via email: school@mgs.kent.sch.uk Packages are available for multiple purchases; a small
delivery charge will be added to items that require posting.

Large Umbrella - £22 Small Umbrella - £18
Packages available Cufflinks, large umbrella and
parker pen £35, (£30 with small umbrella)

OM ties crested or striped - £7

OM Acrylic Scarf - £16

OM Woolen Scarf - £28

Parker Pen - £7

Cufflinks - £10
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